
BTC Trader Online, Inc., places 5,000 Dragon
Mini (mining-rigs) order with Dragon Mining
Tech

HONG KONG, CHINA, March 31, 2018, BTC Trader Online, Inc. (https://btctraderonline.com)

announces the placement of an order for 5,000 Dragon Mini (B2G-ETH-based mining-rig) with

Dragon Mining Technology. These mining-rig machines will be used to mine B2G

(Bitcoiin2Gen), Ethereum-based cryptocurrencies and Bitcoin Gold, and serve as the backbone

for mining pools.

 

 “We are delighted to receive the order from BTC Trader Online, Inc.,” said
Johnny Chen, CEO of Dragon Mining Technology.

 

These dedicated mining-rig workstations will be used for mining Bitcoiin2Gen (B2G). These

rigs will also verify and, post the transactions to any Ethereum-based blockchain ledger and

release the new coins in the system.

 

BTC Trader Online, Inc. is enthusiastic about sharing this big new project with Dragon Mining,

a market leader in the provision of crypto-mining solutions for emerging cryptocurrencies,

Including engineering and manufacture of crypto-mining GPU-based rigs dedicated to

Ethereum-based cryptocurrencies, and altcoin applications.

 

 

About Dragon Mining Technology:

 

Dragon Mining Tech, a world-class cryptocurrency-mining hardware manufacturing company,

integrates engineering expertise and manufacturing capacity. The benefit is a massively parallel

mining ecosystem, dedicated to mining Ethereum-based cryptocurrencies. Established in 2015

and Incorporated in 2018, Dragon Mining is headquartered in Shenzhen, China.

For more information about Dragon Mining, see http://www.dragonmining.tech/.



ABOUT BTC TRADER ONLINE

BTC Trader Online is one of Asia’s leading financial institutions specializing in crypto-currency trading and
financial options. We have made ourselves the first choice for many traders by providing trading services and
support for all of our clients. It is our policy to providethe best possible trading conditions and software to our
clients be they novice or expert to trade in a safe and secure platform. This has made BTC Trader Online a trusted
company by traders around the globe.

Since our inception in 2012, we have been able to convince thousands of customers of our expertise in trading on
the financial markets. The easy to use and reliable software, as well as our excellent customer service, have
turned BTC Trader Online into a worldwide trusted brand.

We are a group of dedicated developers, traders, analysts and evangelists that believe in the upcoming paradigm
shift that cryptography and the blockchain are bringing to the global financial industry.

We constantly provide a high quality trading experience, offering itsclients a simple to use trading platform that
easily accommodate every trader’s needs.

BTC Trader Online strives for excellence in every facet of its operations. This drive for excellence makes BTC
Trader Online such an innovative crypto-currency mining and trading platform.
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